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EAST NORTHAMPTONSHIRE LOCAL PLAN PART 2 EXAMINATION  

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF IM PROPERTIES PLC  

 

MATTER 11 – SOCIAL CAPITAL 

Preamble 

1. This Hearing Statement is made on behalf of our Client, IM Properties Plc (‘IM Properties’), 

in advance of making verbal representations to the East Northamptonshire Local Plan Part 

2 (‘the Plan’) Examination in Public.   

2. IM Properties is promoting land to the east of Thrapston on the A605 close to Junction 13 

of the A14. The site comprises two parcels of land, with the main parcel of land being 
sited to the east of the A605 and north of Halden’s Parkway employment area and 

comprises 46.16 hectares (114.07 acres) of land, which IM Properties is seeking to bring 

forward for employment development, principally Class B8 storage and distribution uses, 

but also other use classes relevant to employment uses, such as B2, E(c) and E(g). 

3. The other smaller parcel of land is located to the west of the A605 and comprises 2.41 
hectares of land (5.96 acres). It is envisaged this land parcel will be delivered as flexible 

business space for smaller occupiers. 

4. IM Properties is promoting land at Thrapston in partnership with DSV – the global transport 

and logistics company – which is currently based out of two buildings in Thrapston and 

wants to create a new flagship UK facility which can accommodate the growth of the 

business from approximately 200 to 600 employees. 

5. IM Properties is keen to engage in the Local Plan examination process and assist in 

preparing a sound plan which is positively prepared, justified, effective and consistent. 

6. Nevertheless, it is our case that the Plan does not make sufficient allocations for larger 

employment development, in that it takes forward the jobs target for the District 1 as set 

by the Joint Core Strategy (February 2016) (‘the JCS’) and relies on existing major 

committed sites within the District to meet this need. As demonstrated by our evidence, 

demand for industrial floorspace, in particular logistics, is outstripping supply and there 

is, therefore, a need to plan for greater growth now.  

7. In light of the above, we consider the Draft Local Plan is unsound as it is:  

• Not positively prepared, as it is not based on up-to-date evidence.  

 
1 The employment evidence base which underpins the JCS jobs growth targets ranges from 2013-2015 and is 
therefore dated.  
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• Not justified, as it does not consider the reasonable alternative of planning for 

greater employment growth and is not an appropriate strategy based on the 
evidence. 

• Not consistent with national policy, as it does not reflect the NPPF’s approach to 

building a strong, competitive economy.  
8. To make the Draft Plan sound we consider it should plan for greater employment growth 

where market demand is strongest such as along the A14 corridor.  We consider Land East 

of Thrapston, adjacent to an existing and established employment area, would assist in 

meeting the significant demand for strategic employment development.     

 

Questions 

EN12 Health and wellbeing  

Q1.  What is the basis for the policy approach set out in Policy EN12, what does the 

policy seek to achieve? Is the policy justified and effective and in line with 

Section 8 of the Framework? Does it apply to all development proposals? 

9. IM Properties supports the intentions of Policy EN12, insofar as it seeks to promote healthy 
lifestyles and minimise negative health and wellbeing impacts arising from development. 

These are goals that IM Properties seeks to embody throughout all of its development 

proposals. The Policy is therefore considered to be justified. However, it is nevertheless 

recognised that the Policy would be more effective following refinement and clarifications, 

as set out in the responses to the questions below. 

 

Q2.  Should the requirement for a Health Impact Assessment (HIA) in paragraph 6.14 

be in the Policy rather than in the supporting text? How will the HIAs be used in 

decision making? 

10. IM Properties agrees that the provisions of Paragraph 6.14 would be more appropriate if 

they were included within the scope of Policy EN12 itself. It is common planning practice 

that of text outside of policies should only contain reasoned justification and other 

descriptive or explanatory text and should not contain policies and proposals actually used 

for taking decisions on planning applications. This ensures that the requirements of the 

Policy are clear and that the Policy itself is effective.  
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Q3.  What is the justification for the threshold of 10+ homes or 1000 square metres 

for a HIA? Is the further threshold suggested in footnote 78 in relation to ‘large 

major developments’ justified? Should it be included in the policy?  

11. IM Properties neither objects nor supports the HIA threshold imposed by the Policy. 
However, it does not appear that the threshold is evidenced or justified. Paragraph 4.12 

of the JCS states that this is the threshold in North Northamptonshire for holding local 

design surgeries with representatives of the police, highways, urban design and other 

professionals, as required2. Nonetheless, this does not necessarily translate into a 

requirement for a planning application to be supported by a HIA. It is suggested that a 

requirement for a HIA should be influenced by a demonstrable impact, or potential impact, 

upon achieving health outcomes.  

12. As with the response to Question 1, it is submitted that any threshold intended to be 

utilised as part of the Policy should be contained within the wording of the Policy itself, 

rather than any supporting text or footnotes.   

 

Q4.  What is the purpose of criterion a, which repeats JCS Policy 8? Does criterion b 

also duplicate JCS Policy 8? 

13. IM Properties agrees that the contents of criteria a and b of Policy EN12 are not necessary 
and submits that criterion a-e of JCS Policy 8 are far more comprehensive in respect of 

place shaping requirements, which all broadly relate to health and wellbeing.  

14. However, criteria c-e of Policy EN12 provide additional detail beyond JCS Policy 8, in that 

they consider the impact of development upon healthcare services and bodies at the local 

level. They also reiterate the requirement for applications to submit a Health Impact 
Assessment (‘HIA’), which is not included within the JCS. These criteria therefore remain 

relevant. 

 

Q6.  With regard to criterion e, is it appropriate to require proposals to be in 

accordance with a document that does not form part of the Plan? Should this 

criterion instead require developers to ‘have regard’ to the relevant protocol? 

15. Clarification is welcomed on this point. IM Properties interprets criterion e as requiring a 

HIA to be undertaken in accordance with the Northamptonshire Planning and Health 

 
2 This threshold is reiterated within the Northamptonshire Planning and Health Protocol (March 2020). 
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Protocol, rather than the development itself having to accord with the Protocol. 

Nevertheless, it is recognised that there is ambiguity within the Policy wording.  

 


